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A brief history

� Prior to CSG:

• Struggling for investment in service

• In-house data centre, no Disaster Recovery provision

• No use of ITIL procedures

• Poor wait times for IT service desk

� Key achievements:

• Successful implementation of new data centre

• More stable infrastructure and responsive service desk



A brief history continued

� Key challenges:

• Translation of strategy into delivery and capacity of CSG IT to 

deliver

• Service specific systems support and applications management

• Members’ IT

• Limited assurance audits (Change Management and Disaster 

Recovery), and what these show when deep dives take place
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Actions taken to address challenges

� Member working group on Members’ IT

� IT service improvement plan (overall) in place since 

March, along with a specific improvement plan based on 

processes and procedures

� Additional resource put in place for service delivery and 

solutions architecture, along with proposed changes to 

how IT projects are managed and delivered
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Strategic IT priorities from contract review

� Make ICT into a proactive service that anticipates changes 

in the ICT estate in advance, engages with staff 

appropriately and takes forward innovation in the service

� Ensure strategic priorities for ICT are delivered through the 

Customer Access Strategy and office move to Colindale, 

with a focus on flexible, mobile working and the technology 

to support staff based in various localities

� Implement a Members’ IT service that recognises the IT 

needs of Members and meets their requirement

� To be delivered through the following proposals
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Key proposals from contract review to 

deliver strategic priorities

Proposal Progress

Clarification and improvement 

of out of hours support

Initial proposal received from CSG –

comments and clarifications sought by council 

and revised proposal due shortly

Improved Members’ IT service Members IT Working Group is in progress, 

with focus on tactical and strategic issues. 

Some tactical issues resolved, but strategic 

issues remain

Support for Customer Access 

Strategy and the office move

to Colindale

Following its annual review, IT Strategy is 

aligned with the Customer Access Strategy 

and Colindale Business Case, and the first 

business case (for EDM and collaboration 

tools) to be presented to P&R in Jan ‘17
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Key proposals from contract review 

continued
Proposal Progress

Improved interaction of

strategic and tactical capability

Specific resource has been allocated to the 

delivery of the IT Strategy, including a 

solutions architect and a design authority lead 

(linked to the proposal below) to have a more 

joined up approach between strategic and 

tactical projects. 

Improved delivery of IT 

projects and programmes

Proposal in progress with Corporate 

Programmes to introduce salaried project 

managers to deliver IT projects. This would 

allow for a more consistent approach, with 

good quality staff with a better understanding 

of the council and its infrastructure.

Improved support for Delivery 

Unit systems including 

applications management

All application ownership has been updated 

and confirmed (linked to DR project) but 

further work needed on proactive approach to 

proactively anticipating application changes
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Key proposals from contract review 

continued
Proposal Progress

Improved delivery of business 

relationship management

An ‘engagement office’ has been formed 

within IT to improve business relationship 

management. New staff have joined this 

office, and IT User Group has been formed 

with representatives from all delivery units. IT 

are working on the approach for more targeted 

engagement with delivery units over projects. 

Member IT Working Group formed and in 

progress

More proactive approach to 

bringing forward innovation

Focus to date has been on service 

improvements, and so further work is to come 

on this proposal

Effective identification of 

issues to reduce failure 

demand

This has been included within the service 

improvement plan, with further work to come 

on this proposal
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